This paper deals with the development of an inventory model for Weibull deteriorating items with constant demand when delay in payments is allowed to the retailer to settle the account against the purchases made. Shortages are not allowed and the salvage value is associated with the deteriorated units. In this paper, we consider two cases; those are for the case payment within the permissible time and for payment after the expiry of permissible time with interest. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate our results. Sensitivity analysis are carried out to analyze the effect of changes in the optimal solution with respect to change in one parameter at a time.
Introduction
Generally retailers are encouraged towards bulk purchasing due to the trade credit given by suppliers. No interest is charged if the account is settled within this period. However if the payment is not settled during the period, then interest is charged. Goyal (1985) is believed to be the first who developed an EOQ model under the condition of permissible delay in payments. He computed interest earned on the sales revenue on unit purchase price. Abad and Jaggi (2003) studied joint approach for setting unit price and the length of the credit period for a seller when end demand is price sensitive. Huang (2003) studied optimal retailer's ordering policies under trade credit financing. Optimal replenishment and payment policies were discussed by Huang and Chung (2003) considering cash discount and trade credit. Teng (2002) and Chung and Liao (2004) studied several models on permissible delay in payments. Chung (2009) investigated a model for deteriorating item with partial backlogging and permissible delay in payments. Chang et al. (2003) and Liao et al. (2000) studied a production planning model under trade credit. Jammal et al. (1997) , Sarker et al. (2000) , Jaggi et al. (1994) , Liao et al. (2007) , Shah and Huang, Chung (2003) studied optimal replenishment and payment policies in the EOQ model under cash discount and trade credit. Shah (2006) incorporated various models on permissible delay in payments and concluded that the retailer earn interest generated revenue by delaying the payments up to last date of offered delay period time. Retailers pricing and ordering policies under trade credit in declining market was studied by Shah (2010) and concluded that the retailer should buy deteriorated units at a lower price and sell it off at the earliest. Tripathy & Pradhan (2011) investigated a model of optimal pricing and ordering policy for three parameter Weibull deterioration under trade credit. Tripathy Mishra (2010) studied an EOQ model for linear deteriorating rates with shortages and permissible delay in payments. In developing the present model, demand of a product is assumed to be constant and deterioration is taken as Weibull distribution with three parameters. We have considered the case of no shortages and infinite replenishment rate and the salvage value is associated with the deteriorated units. Our target is to minimize the retailer's total cost. We have calculated the optimal total cost, optimal ordering quantity, and optimal cycle length for our model. Numerical examples are given to illustrate the model. Sensitivity analysis has also been carried out to observe the effects of various parameters on the optimal total cost and optimal cycle time.
Notations and assumptions
We need the following notations and assumptions to develop the proposed mathematical model.
Notations:
R : demand rate per unit of time, C : the unit purchase cost, P : the unit selling price with 
is associated to deteriorated units during the cycle time.
Mathematical model
At any instant of time
be the on-hand inventory. Since the depletion of units is due to demand and deterioration, the rate of change of inventory level is governed by the following differential equation:
subject to the boundary conditions
Since  is very small using series expansion ignoring the second and higher powers of  , the solution of Eq. (1) is as follows,
(2)
in Eq. (2), we have procurement quantity as,
During one cycle the number of units that deteriorate is
Cost due to deterioration is
(5) Salvage value of deteriorated units is
The inventory holding cost is
Ordering cost is A OC  (8) Now we consider the two cases based on the length of T and , M using the fact that interest charged or earned (i.e., costs (d) and (e) 
Again, the total interest charges payable by the retailer during  
To find out the values of T for which the Total cost is minimum the necessary condition is
Case -II:
Here, the credit period offered by the supplier to the retailer is greater than the cycle time. Hence, interest charges are zero. 
The total cost;
The necessary condition for 2 K to be minimum is given by the equation
Numerical Examples
Example 1: (Case -I:
, as -50%,-25%, 25% and 50% and keeping the remaining parameters at their original values. The original values are taken from example 1 above. The corresponding changes in the cycle time and the total cost are exhibited in Table 1. The observations found from the Table 1 are as follows: The optimal cycle time is directly proportional to the ordering cost, scale parameter, location parameter and the allowable credit period whereas it is inversely proportional to the purchase cost, inventory holding cost, unit selling price, shape parameter, the salvage value, demand rate, interest charged and interest earned of the system. Similarly the total cost of the system is directly proportional to the ordering cost, purchase cost, inventory holding cost, the salvage value, demand rate, scale parameter, and interest charged per unit of the system whereas it is inversely proportional to the unit selling price, scale parameter, location parameter, interest earned and the allowable credit period of the system. Again the optimal cost shows variable changes with the change in the shape parameter. Now changing the values of a parameter keeping the remaining parameters at their original value the corresponding changes in the cycle time and the total cost are exhibited in table 2 below. Here the original values are taken from the second example. The observations found from Table 2 are as follows. The optimal cycle time is directly proportional to the ordering cost, purchase cost, scale parameter, location parameter whereas it is inversely proportional to the inventory holding cost, unit selling price, demand rate, and interest earned of the system. Again, it shows variable changes with the change in the shape parameter. Similarly the total cost of the system is directly proportional to the ordering cost, inventory holding cost and the shape parameter whereas it is inversely proportional to demand rate, unit selling price, purchase cost, scale parameter, and interest earned per unit of the system. Again the optimal cost shows variable changes with the change in the location parameter.
Conclusion
The model developed in this paper assumes three parameter Weibull deterioration, salvage value and delay in payments. Shortages are not allowed and replenishment rate is infinite. It has been observed from the sensitive analysis that the total cost reduces when we increase the selling price or credit period or interest earned of the system. Total cycle time reduces when we reduce the ordering cost or scale parameter or location parameter or credit period of the system. Also it reduces when we increase holding cost, demand rate, selling price, interest earned of the system.
